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The Suffering Voice of Lament: A Path of Worship 

“I’m tired, I’m worn 
My heart is heavy from the work it takes to keep on breathing. 

I’ve made mistakes, I’ve let my hope fail 
My soul feels crushed by the weight of this world. 

And I know that you can give me rest 
So I cry out with all that I have left. 

Let me see redemption win 
Let me know the struggle ends 

That you can mend a heart that’s frail and torn 
I wanna know a song can rise from the ashes of a broken life 

And all that’s dead inside can be reborn 
Cause I’m worn.”  

(“Worn” song lyrics by Donehey, Owen,  
and Ingram a.k.a Tenth Avenue North, 2012) 

 

Topic Statement 

 As believers gather on Sunday morning in the North American church, expectations for 

worship usually include inspiring or convicting sermons, fellowship with other believers, 

opportunities for prayer, and energetic music expressing praise for God’s character and actions.  

In sharp contrast, most believers would not expect prayers characterized by distress and sorrow 

or expect worship lyrics such as the lyrics of Tenth Avenue North’s song entitled, “Worn” in 

their worship (Donehey, Owen, and Ingram 2012).  This song describes intense suffering and 

anguish in the heart of the singer.   These types of expressions are noticeably absent in most 

worship environments in North America.  If similar lyrics or content to the song “Worn” were 

included in North American worship, believers could likely fall into two camps:  those outraged 

by the expression of “faithless” lyrics and those cautiously surprised by the stirrings in their 

hearts while connecting to the lyrics of a lament.  The song entitled “Worn” and those like it can 
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be classified as modern-day laments (Donehey, Owen, and Ingram 2012).   

 People in the United States generally do not easily acknowledge and express pain due to 

the individualistic, materialistic and prosperity mindset as well as the avoidance of helplessness 

(Hicks 2005, 67).  Keeping a brave, public face and not legitimately entering into the depth of 

pain is frequently praised and reinforced as an act of faith among faith-based communities 

(Ellington 2008, 11-12).  This mindset is in sharp contrast to scripture portraying individual and 

corporate anguish in the form of laments in both the Old and New Testaments.   Kathleen 

Billman, professor of pastoral theology and counseling at Lutheran School of Theology in 

Chicago and Daniel Migliore, professor of systematic theology at Princeton, state that “one way 

of diagnosing the spiritual health of congregations is to examine their liturgies” (1999, 13).  The 

examination of the liturgies of churches today yields little opportunity for lament during worship.  

Are there consequences of not “legitimately entering into the depth of pain” and does this affect  

the spiritual health of congregations that don’t utilize lament?  Lament expressions were frequent 

and common in Hebrew worship as recorded in the lament psalms.  There appears to be biblical 

support for the inclusion of lament in worship today.  

    The term lament refers to “a process of expressing experiences of personal distress” 

(Cohen 2010, 60).   Biblical lament is not a dirge which is focused on death, the deceased, the 

deceased’s past, or the grief of the bereaved (Hughes 2004, 27, 158).  In addition, lament is not 

solely tears and sorrow, complaint and protest, venting, or seeking cathartic release.  Lament may 

include these aspects but with one important distinction.  This important distinction is the context 

of biblical lament:  the loss is not experienced in isolation but within a covenant relationship with 

God.  Because of this, the Christian lamenter is not offering his or her lament to the wind but to 

God, who is the initiator of a covenant relationship with the lamenter (Ellington 2008, 6-7).  In 
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effect, the lamenter is crying out to God to fulfill His covenant promises of provision and 

protection.  Because lament is addressed to God, it is focused on the future by seeking His future 

intervention (Hughes 2004, 27).   If lament is voiced within the faith community, it is offered in 

the hope of seeking the covenant benefits of being a part of the body of Christ: comfort, 

encouragement and social support (Ellington 2008, 7). 

 There are many distressing circumstances and losses including death, local or national 

disasters, and other tragedies that prompt the need to lament.  Dr. Scott A. Ellington, Associate 

Professor of Christian Ministry at Emmanuel College in Georgia, and the author of one of the 

most important recent works on lament, states that the real crisis prompting lament is “the 

silence, hiddenness, or absence of God” within distressing circumstances (2008, 9).  Lament is 

utilized when God has permitted painful experiences and is silent in the midst of them.  These 

painful experiences often prompt a crisis of relationship because answers to the questions, 

“Why?” and “How long?” are usually not forthcoming.   

 The use of laments is risky because the lamenter does not know how God will respond.  

Will He ignore the lament or will He answer and act?  Ellington eloquently states:  “Lament will 

neither deny pain nor give place to theology, but risks truthful communication that could 

potentially lead to a loss of trust and the dismantling of our theologies of God.  But more than 

just our confidence in God and our theology are risked by the act of lament.  By challenging God 

to answer and to act, the prayer of lament places at risk the very foundations of an ongoing 

relationship with God” (2008, 3).  

 Even though risky, the expression of lament is an act of hope.  Lament is not possible for 

one who denies the reality of painful circumstances or remains silent due to a fatalistic 

acceptance of loss.  A fatalistic acceptance of loss is usually a result of a personal theology that 
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includes the belief that bad things only happen because of our sin or that the loss was 

unavoidable due to a powerless God.  A lamenter who chooses to voice his or her complaint 

believes that God hears and is powerful enough to save (Ellington 2008, 4). 

Framing the Question 

 Many of the lament psalms were used in both private and corporate worship.  Asking 

hard questions of God and expressing honest feelings were not unfamiliar to Hebrew worshipers 

or prophets.  There are numerous recorded laments in the Old Testament, including laments by 

Job, David and Jeremiah.  But is there support in the New Testament for the inclusion of lament 

in worship? If so, why is lament mostly absent in worship environments in the United States and 

what has impacted the loss of the use of lament from biblical times across the centuries until 

today?  Does American culture influence the absence of lament today?  In addition, is there 

doctrinal resistance to the inclusion of lament in both private and corporate worship?  If culture 

influences the absence of lament in America, what can be learned from lament practices in other 

cultures?   If doctrinal resistance is influencing the loss of lament in American culture, is there a 

theological basis that can be made for the inclusion of lament?  If so, are there cultural issues to 

consider while implementing lament in worship?  Most importantly, is there a biblical basis for 

the inclusion of lament today in both private and public worship? 

 Another aspect to consider in light of these questions is where lament is included or 

specifically excluded in corporate worship today.  Unfortunately, there are very few examples of 

lament inclusion for non-liturgical traditions.  There are a few opportunities for lament within 

liturgical traditions related to the church calendar year.   These occur during the seasons of 

Advent and Lent in connection to the longing for Christ’s coming and confession of sin and as a 

result they leave little room for the expression of personal or corporate lament about other topics 
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(Witvliet 2003, 52, 54).  Traditionally, opportunities to lament are included in funerals even 

though a recent scholar has identified and criticized the current trend of emphasizing expressions 

of praise and celebration at the exclusion of lament (Epp-Tiessen 2004, 34).  Some African-

American traditions continue to include improvisational ‘call and response’ type laments in 

worship (Lee 2010, 11).  In addition to the African-American traditions, the daily office utilized 

by the Benedictine tradition also includes opportunities for corporate lament (Guengerich 2006, 

52).   

 Is lament incorporated in worship practices outside of the United States?  Lament is 

included in Dinka worship in the African nation of Sudan.  The Dinkas have suffered 

devastation, persecution and war and many are in refugee camps.  Many have suffered difficult 

circumstances including the abduction and slavery of children, the rape of women, burned 

houses, and destroyed crops and cattle.  Two million have died in the southern regions and 

believers in Sudan have been encouraged to persevere through worship.  The lyrics of their songs 

include expressions of their difficult situations but also expressions of praise (Fortunato 2006, 

105-8).  Karen Campbell, who taught music at Daystar University in Nairobi, Kenya, came into 

contact with refugees from Sudan and relates the story of a Dinka leader who “encouraged his 

friends to write laments and other songs and cry out to God to remember them, to ‘look back 

over his shoulder’ at their pathetic state” (2006, 110).  The friends created a song making group 

called “Jol Wo Lieec,” which means “God, look back on us.”  It didn’t take long for the concept 

to spread to other Episcopal churches in Southern Sudan and as a result a revival soon broke out 

among them (110). 

 Apart from the examples of lament inclusion noted, opportunities for personal and 

corporate laments are largely absent in modern worship practices.  How has lament been 
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specifically excluded?  Many lament psalms or the lament portions of lament psalms are 

excluded from lectionaries and daily offices used in liturgical worship (Guengerich 2006, 48). 

Psalm 88, the only lament psalm that does not end in praise, is completely absent from various 

lectionaries (Baglyos 2009, 261).  Most hymnals as well as contemporary worship songs do not 

include expressions of lament even though the lament psalm is the most common type of psalm 

(Webster & Beach 2007, 388).  Ironically, the popular praise chorus “As the Deer” is extracted 

from the lament found in Psalm 42, but it does not reflect the sorrowful tone of the rest of its 

contents (Polman 2001, 99).  A perusal of Christian Copyright Licensing International (CCLI) 

yields the theme searches of sorrow, suffering, and weeping but most of the songs identified do 

not incorporate expressions of doubt or sorrow.  Instead, they emphasize a high view of God’s 

sovereignty and the believer’s victory (www.ccli.com, accessed 4/18/2013).  One significant 

exception to this trend is the music of Kendrick Graham, an English musician, who has written 

modern day laments for the purposes of intercessory prayer and social justice.  “Who Can Sound 

the Depth of Sorrow” is one poignant example of Kendrick’s intercessory prayer laments and is 

written for “rejected, abused, and aborted” children (Polman 2001, 99-101).  

 In response to these observations, are there benefits to incorporating opportunities for 

lament in corporate worship? Are there consequences for not using lament?   

Identifying the Importance 

 Ellington (2008) identifies three phases of lament: the language of silence, active lament, 

and the formation of a new language and perspective (26-7).  As Job and his friends endured 

seven days and nights of silence after catastrophic events (Job 2:13), there is often an initial 

period of silence in which the thoughts and emotions associated with grief and loss are unable to 

be expressed.  After the period of silence ends, active lament is voiced.  This encounter of 
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honesty is reflective of a covenant relationship and often leads to “an abrupt shift from complaint 

to praise” (27).  Ellington identifies this as a “new song” reflective of new theological 

understandings of God as well as the development of increased intimacy with God (27).  This 

“new song” is also reflective of submission and relinquishment of hurt and anger to God 

(Brueggemann 1995, 100).  In addition, active lament with corresponding new songs of praise 

builds community within the body of believers (Johnston-Barrett 2005, 328).  Active lament also 

instills within God’s people the ability to identify with and have compassion for others who are 

suffering which can propel believers toward social action (Hicks 2005, 79).  The rhythms of 

dying and rising, reflective of lament and praise, can even teach us to die well.  The willingness 

to repeatedly engage with God through lament over time (dying) builds intimacy and trust in 

God.   After being consistently comforted by His presence and praising Him in the process 

(rising), not even death is feared (Witvliet 2003, 300). 

 The consequences of not utilizing lament can be severe.  First, as mentioned previously, 

denial of the severity and/or impact of loss can lead to an inauthentic Christianity characterized 

by fatalistic resignation or passive acceptance of loss in which one remains silent.  Remaining 

silent in this way is ultimately a refusal to wrestle with theodicy (Brueggemann 1995, 104).  

Ellington states, “To remain silent or, worse yet, to mouth praises into the silence, is a betrayal of 

faith, finding sufficiency as it does in a God who is distant and past” (2008, 4).  “Mouthing 

praise into the silence” is often lauded within the church as genuine faith while lamenting is 

often lauded as a lack of faith.  Could the opposite be true?  Is praise without the 

acknowledgement of emotions, doubts and questions simply flattery?  Does God value being 

honored with lips if hearts are far from Him (Matt 15:8)?  The Free Dictionary by Farlex defines 

flattery as “to compliment excessively and often insincerely, especially in order to win favor” 
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(www.thefreedictionary.com, accessed April 29th, 2013).  Is praise without the acknowledgement 

of lament a tool of manipulation or an attempt to maintain some control over God by gaining His 

favor through saying and doing “the right things”?  Baglyos (2009), an assistant professor of 

rural ministry at Wartburg Theological Seminary in Iowa, states that “people who cannot address 

God honestly from the fullness of their experience can neither praise God fully” (262). 

 Other consequences of not utilizing lament include the loss of genuine covenant 

interaction with God due to silence or pretense (Brueggemann 1995, 102).  Lack of humble and 

vulnerable interactions within a faith community undermines integrity and limits the body of 

Christ in “bearing one another’s burdens” (Gal 6:2) (Epp-Tiessen 2004, 36).    An inability to 

utilize lament can also limit the effectiveness of the body of Christ in addressing issues of social 

justice.  If we can’t acknowledge and lament our own losses, how will we identify with those in 

our world who are weak, impoverished and treated unjustly (Brueggemann 1995, 107)?  Baglyos 

states, “religious virtue that cannot bear the God who regards the prayer of the destitute must 

posit instead a god who concurs with human pretense” (2009, 255).   

 There are other consequences to lack of corporate lament, including the continued 

dominant preference for faith that is personal and private as opposed to communal and exposed.  

This individualized faith also leads to diminished effectiveness of the church to minister to the 

needs of the broken and hurting who stumble into our pews desperately searching for answers.  

Their private hurts often painfully contrast to the public expressions of joy surrounding them 

(Hicks 2005, 78).  Lack of communal lament also polarizes the body of Christ from responding 

to the needs of the community during national or global tragedies.  This could perpetuate the 

common cultural assumption that Christians are shallow and unconcerned about social action 

(Hicks 2005, 79). 
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Surveying the Historical Options 

 Since mourning is a universal phenomenon, what can be learned about common 

mourning practices across centuries and cultures?  What has influenced the loss of the use of 

lament from biblical times across the centuries until today?  In addition, are there doctrinal 

influences on the resistance to the inclusion of lament in both private and corporate worship?    

 Global Cultural Practices of Lament 

 In relation to manifestations of grief, cultures across centuries and around the globe share 

many common characteristics.  Nancy Lee, professor of religious studies at Elmhurst College 

and cofounding cochair of the SBL Lament in Sacred Texts and Cultures group, identifies 

several common manifestations of grief including “tearing one’s clothes, wearing mourning 

garments, mourning with head and/or feet bare, throwing dust on the head, shearing one’s hair, 

fasting, beating the breast or practice of self-injury, being in a posture on the ground, and having 

the bereaved provided with food, a feast, bread, or drink by the comforters” (2010, 52).  Lament 

that would include dirges and prayers to a diety is a very familiar concept around the world and 

there are many examples of written laments or dirges for “a whole people, community, or 

nation” (Lee 2010, 26).  Women have often played a significant role in the mourning practices of 

a community, usually with singing or chanting laments or dirge songs for the dead (31).  In oral 

traditional cultures, a dirge was composed by a local singer for a deceased person which was 

done by changing the words to existing melodies or chanting new words over familiar rhythm 

patterns (32).  The early Muslim tradition banned women mourners and their compositions of 

dirges for the deceased, in order to distinguish their religious practices from pre-Islamic cultural 

practices (34).  However, the lament customs of women, including chanting, remain in Iran, 
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Afghanistan, and elsewhere even though some traditional cultures ban women from attending the 

actual funeral rite or burial (34). 

 Often, lament forms in other cultures include a call-and-response pattern in which a lead 

singer is answered by others singers with a phrase or chorus (Lee 2010, 51).  This call-and-

response pattern is often improvised, sometimes spontaneously prompted by the mention of a 

difficulty or hardship, and is still used in many African and African-American churches today 

(11, 13).  Current Jewish mourning rituals include a period of silence (12). 

 Laments have existed across centuries and across cultures.  What has happened over 

history that has affected the waning use of lament in private and corporate worship? 

 A Brief History of Lament Practices in Worship 

 According to Bert Polman, a hymnologist and professor and chair of the music 

department at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, the singing of psalms (including 

laments) from the time of biblical composition continued well into the eighteenth century (2001, 

91).  However, there was a shift from psalmody to hymnody by the nineteenth century among 

North American Protestants due to the popularity of newly composed hymns by Watts, Wesley, 

Newton and other songwriters (92-3).  When this shift happened, laments were not sung by most 

mainstream Protestant denominations.  However, black Christians continued to compose “sorrow 

songs” and spirituals (and secular singers composed blues songs) which “voiced the cries of 

agony from the black community” in response to slavery and other oppressions (94).  The best 

known example of lament in the twentieth century was entitled “Precious Lord, Take My Hand.” 

This song was written by a black composer named Thomas Dorsey after the death of his wife 

and child and is included in many North American hymnals (97-9).  By the 1980s, a modern 

movement promoted praise and worship choruses in which celebration and jubilation were 
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emphasized.  Leaders of this movement felt that “lament should be restricted to private or small-

group prayer which is spoken” (99).   

 Past Theological Perspectives on Lament 

 Several church fathers have heavily influenced lament practices in modern day worship.  

Those who have influenced the demise of lament (except for penitential reasons) include St. 

Augustine and Karl Barth.  St. Augustine, a Catholic monk, identified grief as sin if it resulted 

from too much worldly affection for relationships and objects.  Sinful grief needed to be 

confessed (Pembroke 2010, 51).  St. Augustine believed that grief was only appropriate for sin 

and its resulting separation of the believer from God’s presence.  He viewed suffering as 

deserved because of sin or as a tool for teaching.  In St. Augustine’s viewpoint, the use of lament 

was only appropriate for personal contrition over sin.  Lament for other reasons was condemned 

(Billman & Migliore 1999, 50).   

 The theology of Karl Barth contrasts the incomparable suffering of Christ with the 

“lesser” sufferings of His followers.  The death and resurrection of Jesus Christ provides 

perspective to suffering in the life of a believer.  Since Jesus experienced tremendous suffering 

related to the cross and the bearing of all sin, the believer no longer can be deeply hurt by the 

“lesser” sufferings of this world.  Since Jesus has been victorious over sin, suffering, and death, a 

believer must maintain focus on the victory he or she has in Christ.  This focus will temper the 

experience of lament and will propel the believer’s focus towards future reward (Billman & 

Migliore 1999, 64-5). 

 In contrast, there are two theologians who allow room for lament for purposes other than 

contrition for sin but within certain boundaries.  These boundaries include submission, humility, 

and hope in suffering and lament without the use of complaint.  Martin Luther, the instigator of 
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the Protestant Reformation, emphasized a grace-based theology instead of a works-based 

theology reflective of his time.  Luther emphasized God’s grace as the means to salvation and 

believed that Jesus’ lament on the cross was proof that a theology of the cross is superior to a 

theology of glory.  A theology of the cross is realistic and honest about suffering (evil is NOT 

good) but positively views submission to suffering as the conforming tool of the believer to 

Christ (Billman & Migliore 1999, 52-55).  In contrast, a theology of glory minimizes or denies 

the reality of pain (evil IS good) by focusing on self-improvement as the proper response to evil 

in order to win God’s favor (Tchividjian 2012, www.christianpost.com).  Luther viewed lament 

in the life of a believer as useful but emphasized restraint.  He believed that over-indulgence in 

grief resulted in loss of vision of the cross.  Grief, and therefore lament, must be balanced by 

faith and hope (Billman & Migliore 1999, 52-55). 

 John Calvin, a reformed theologian, maintained a high view of the sovereignty of God in 

relationship to lament practices.  He required patience in and submission to suffering because 

endurance helps a believer grow in his or her ability to resist sin and be more conformed to 

Christ.  Calvin identified impatience with suffering as rebellion against God (Pembroke 2010, 

52).  However, his high view of the sovereignty of God did not exclude the legitimacy of lament 

in his theology but placed boundaries around it.  He emphasized submission within the cry of 

lament as evidence of humility and patience in the face of suffering.  He did not allow 

“murmuring and debating with God” because he believed that adversity was either a punishment 

for sin or a tool for refinement in the life of a believer (Billman & Migliore 1999, 58-9).   

 The theology of glory and the limitation of laments for penitential reasons are definite 

obstacles to the full use of lament in modern worship.  Baglyos states that “where lament is 

precluded, a theology of glory replaces a theology of the cross” (2009, 257).  The theology of the 
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cross, identified by Martin Luther, appears helpful to the discussion of lament inclusion because 

this theology does not seek to minimize or deny pain.  However, is there biblical data to support 

Luther’s insistence on restraint in the expression of grief and lament?  Can intense expressions of 

anguish and grief co-exist with faith and hope and a clear vision of the cross? 

Examining the Biblical Data 

 Old Testament Support 

 The Bible contains many examples of writings communicating personal distress, with the 

lament psalms being the most notable (e.g. Pss 3; 22; 38; 39; 41; 44; 54; 74; 79; 88).  As noted, 

there are approximately sixty lament psalms out of the one hundred and fifty psalms in the Bible 

(Epp-Tiessen 2004, 34).  Lament psalms were used in both private and corporate worship.  The 

basic structure of lament within the psalms includes 1) an invocation or address to God using 

metaphor (“rock”), 2) a bold lament including doubt, cries for help, and complaints, 3) a specific 

petition or request and 4) expressions of confidence, trust and hope.  This basic structure can 

serve as a model for modern-day laments voiced in prayer or song (Witvliet 2003, 43-45).  

Authors of lament include God (Gen 6:6; 1 Sam 8:7), Job (3:1-26; 6:1-7:21; 10:1-22; 13:17-

14:22; 29:1-31:40), David (Ps 13, 38; 2 Sam 12:22-23), Jeremiah (20:7-18; Lam 1-5), and Jesus 

(Luke 13: 34; Matt 27:46; John 11:33,35) (Card 2005). 

 Support for mourning in general is evident in some of the wisdom literature such as 

Solomon’s wisdom in Ecclesiastes 3:1, 4.  “For everything there is a season, and a time for every 

matter under heaven: a time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance” 

(ESV).  What is not readily apparent from this verse is whether or not it is appropriate to weep 

and mourn in worship.  Proverbs 25:20 states “Whoever sings songs to a heavy heart is like one 

who takes off a garment on a cold day, and like vinegar on soda” (ESV).  The ESV study bible 
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footnote clarifies the imagery: “Putting vinegar (which is acidic) on soda (which is alkaline) does 

no good, destroying the distinctive properties of both” (Garrett & Harris 2008, 1179).  In light of 

this imagery, it would seem that the tone of the songs (sung to a heavy heart) is cheerful.  Acidic 

and alkaline substances have two opposite properties.  Therefore, if the one being sung to has a 

heavy heart, then it stands to reason that the songs being sung have opposite properties to 

heaviness.  In addition, the imagery seems to allude to obliviousness on the part of the one 

singing songs.  This verse provides a warning for worship planners around the globe.  Worship 

leaders must be aware, affected by, and responsive to the emotional or spiritual states of their 

congregations while planning worship. 

 It is evident that examples of lament are very common in the Old Testament.  But is there 

support for lament in the New Testament?  Ellington states that “one obstacle to the fresh owning 

of lament in a Christian context . . . is the New Testament itself, which includes little in the way 

of lament and which has been interpreted theologically by some as actively discouraging prayers 

of lament among Christians” (2008, 164).   

 New Testament Support 

 There is limited direct support for the use of lament in the New Testament.   Jesus 

“legitimizes lamenting” in Matt 5:4: “Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted” 

(McLeod 2002, 19).  The form of Old Testament lament in its entirety does not carry over into 

the New Testament.  The New Testament contains only references, fragments and allusions to 

Old Testament laments.  References to lament forms can be found in Jesus’ prayers in 

Gethsemane (Matt 26:36-46), Jesus’ weeping over Jerusalem (Matt 23:37-39), the parable of the 

widow and the unjust judge (Luke 18:1-8), and Paul’s prayer for deliverance from his thorn in 

the flesh (2 Cor 12: 8-9).  Examples of lament fragments include a simple invocation and plea for 
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healing or deliverance as seen in blind Bartimaeus’s plea to Jesus for mercy (Mark 10:46-52).  

Allusions to lament from the Old Testament include Jesus’ question “My God, my God, why 

have you forsaken me?” in Matt 27:46 and Mark 15:34 which alludes to Ps 22.  Another allusion 

is in Jesus’ statement “Father, into your hands I commend my spirit” in Luke 23:46 which 

alludes to Ps 31 (Ellington 2008, 165-6). 

 Even though references, fragments, and allusions to lament are included in the New 

Testament, there are New Testament scriptures that seem to contradict the use of lament in 

private and corporate worship.  Examples include Paul’s teachings that a believer share in the 

sufferings of Christ (2 Cor 1:5; Phil 3:10) and that appear to minimize suffering by focusing on 

the will and purposes of Christ (Rom 8:28 and 2 Cor 4:17).  Peter is so bold to say that a believer 

should rejoice in suffering (1 Pet 1:6-7).   Paul rejoices in suffering for the Colossians (Col 1:24) 

and the apostles rejoice in their suffering for the name of Jesus (Acts 5:41).  James states “Count 

it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds” (James 1:2) (Ellington 2008, 167). 

 Suffering, and therefore sharing in Christ’s sufferings, appears to have purifying purposes 

in conforming us to Christ which should be submitted to with joy and thanksgiving according to 

biblical writers such as Paul, Peter and James.   The lament form in the Old Testament includes 

complaint and protest which does not appear to be congruent with this identified response to 

suffering.  Ellington concedes that there is a tension in the New Testament (178) concerning the 

use of lament but he advocates a shift in function for the use of lament:  “The theological 

function that lament serves in the New Testament is decidedly different from that in the Old 

Testament.  Instead of seeking for a hidden God in the midst of suffering, the New Testament 

lament accompanies, and even impels, the coming of God’s response to suffering, the ministry of 

Messiah” (2008, 180).   
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 One of the most compelling lament fragments in the New Testament that “impels the 

coming of God’s response to suffering” is found in Revelation 6:10 in which the martyrs are 

crying out “O Sovereign Lord, holy and true, how long before you will judge and avenge our 

blood on those who dwell on the earth?”  This verse includes two of the Old Testament lament 

form characteristics: the cry “How long?” and also a plea for judgment against enemies.  This is 

the only instance of the specific lament question “How long?” in the New Testament (Ellington 

2008, 171).  The cry of the martyrs for judgment against their enemies is answered ten chapters 

later in Revelation 16:5-7.  When the answer is fulfilled, the lament gives way to praise which is 

also characteristic of lament form.  The shift happens in Revelation 19:1-2: “Hallelujah! 

Salvation and glory and power belong to our God . . . for he . . . has avenged . . . the blood of his 

servants.”  The martyrs cry out for vengeance, they are answered by action, and their lament 

turns to praise.  Scott Ellington summarizes by stating: “The placement of the cry ‘How long?’ in 

chapter six, the transition from lament to praise in chapter sixteen as the prayer receives its 

answer, and the hymn of praise offered in chapter nineteen because ‘he has judged and avenged’ 

lend to the book of Revelation as a whole the tone of a lament prayer as the unfolding vision 

moves from a cry in the midst of suffering to a shout of triumph as God answers the prayer of 

lament” (2008, 172).    

 The book of Revelation is a reminder that the victory of Christ is certain but that it hasn’t 

happened yet (Ellington 2008, 181).  In the meantime, Jesus states that those who mourn are 

blessed and will be comforted (Matt 5:4).  Who are the mourners?  Nicholas Wolterstorff, a well-

known Christian philosopher who lost his son in a hiking accident and chronicled his grief 

process, states “the mourners are those who have caught a glimpse of God’s new day, who ache 

with all their being for that day’s coming, and who break out into tears when confronted with it’s 
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absence . . . The mourners are aching visionaries” (1987, 85).  How does a believer navigate the 

tension between lament and praise while remaining on fallen earth and waiting for Christ’s 

victory? 

Formulating an Evangelical Position 

 There are a variety of perspectives on how lament should be utilized today.  Those who 

hold to a theology of glory do not think that any form of lament is appropriate in corporate 

worship.  Those who hold to a theology of the cross believe that lament is appropriately 

practiced within certain parameters but must be expressed with a submissive spirit characterized 

by humility and hope.  There are others who appear to blur the distinctions between lament and 

praise.   

 Patrick Miller, professor of Old Testament Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary 

is not opposed to the use of lament in private worship but does not think lament is appropriate in 

a corporate context.  He uses Hannah’s lament and interactions with the priest in 1 Samuel 1 as 

the backdrop for his viewpoint.  Hannah’s distress was only heard by God in a private or pastoral 

context, noticeable only to God and the priest.  However, her prayer of thanksgiving as recorded 

in 1 Samuel 2 was sung in community.  Therefore, he states, “The daring act of worship in our 

time is not the lament with its questions to and about God.  They are all over the place.  The 

really daring act of worship in our day is the prayer of Thanksgiving” (2001, 61).  Similarly, the 

popular new author, Ann Voscamp, emphasizes the practice of “eucharisteo,” or thanksgiving, 

but her writings also give voice to honest pain (2010). 

 In the publication “Worshiping Through Grief” by Worship Leader Partnership, 

contributing worship leader authors communicate blurred distinctions concerning grief and 

worship (2013).  Worship leaders are instructed to rely on songs that declare the truth about God 
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during corporate grief but not on feelings about God (Allen, 43, 45).  Others prescribe praising 

God as “a discipline” or as “a sacrifice of praise” but these prescriptions are right after 

encouragement to bring everything, including sadness, brokenness, and suffering to God 

(Timmons, 24).  Others state that laments are only “right and fitting” within the context of praise 

(Witvliet 2007, 23).   However, this is in sharp contrast to the viewpoint that sufficient time in 

lament can lead to praise, but not always or at least not necessarily in the time frame expected 

(Ellington 2008, 31).  Steven Curtis Chapman, a well known and respected contemporary 

Christian artist who recently suffered the tragic loss of one of his daughters, was most eloquent 

when he stated “I don’t know that worship really becomes true deep worship until we are able to 

recognize how desperate we are for God” (11).   

 A helpful distinction between two types of lament is given by Neil Pembroke, Associate 

Professor in Practical Theology at the University of Queensland, Australia.  Pembroke 

categorizes lament into “soft” forms and “hard” forms.  Hard forms include angry challenges 

against God (e.g. Ps 44:11-12, 23; Job 24:1-4, 10-12; Jer 15:18) while soft forms include 

“prayers of protest with the hard edges taken off” (e.g. Ps 27:9; 42:9; 43:2) (2010, 46).  He 

suggests the utilization of only the soft forms in corporate worship and further delineates two 

characteristics of this milder approach:  1) “Prayer in which the complaint is hidden within a 

petition.” 2) “The protest is covered over with an affirmation of trust.” (46).    

 A Balanced Approach 

 After defining lament, surveying the current limited uses of lament, describing the 

benefits of utilizing and the consequences of not utilizing lament, surveying doctrines that have 

led to the demise of lament and examining the biblical data, a balanced approach is needed for an 

evangelical position on the use of lament in private and corporate worship.  Most compellingly, 
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the biblical witness testifies to the legitimacy of lament in both the Old and New Testaments. 

Jesus’ laments in the garden and on the cross as well as the lament of the martyrs in Revelation 6 

give credence to the continued use of lament.  An interesting point to consider in coming to this 

conclusion is that Jesus, though fully God and fully man, expressed intense and distressing 

emotions even though He knew the final outcome of His traumatic experiences.  He did not 

present a brave face to God in the garden but outwardly demonstrated a sorrowful, distressed and 

troubled spirit as He submitted Himself to the Father’s will (Mark 14:33-36; Hebrews 5:7).  Even 

though He knew the answer to the question, He asked His Father an anguished “Why?” on the 

cross (Mark 15:34).  Jesus lamented publicly in the face of His Father’s sovereignty.  He did not 

demonstrate a theology of glory in which He denied the intensity of His sorrow and suffering.  

Jesus, as the “man of sorrows” (Isa 53:3), models lament for the believer and gives validity to 

both private and public expressions of suffering (Webster & Beach 2007, 397).    

 Since biblical lament is done within the context of a covenant relationship with God and 

His people, balance is needed in both private and corporate settings.  Dan Epp-Tiessen, assistant 

professor of Bible at Canadian Mennonite University, cautions believers between one of two 

extremes:  all praise and all lament.  “By itself lament can be too negative, too self-absorbed, too 

focused on our human condition.  Praise has the power to draw us out of ourselves and focus our 

attention on God, the source of our strength and salvation” (2004, 35).  He goes on to say that 

praise without lament is superficial, denies reality, and lacks integrity and power (35-36).   

 In light of these factors, what balance is needed in order to formulate an evangelical 

position on the use of lament in private and corporate worship?  Lament is legitimate but must be 

limited to the use of “soft forms” only and implemented in an appropriate balance to praise.  The 

limitation to “soft forms” does not mean that lament must be expressed with emotional restraint 
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or time restrictions.  The shift from lament to praise is a process and must be dependent on the 

Holy Spirit.  Intense expressions of anguish does not necessarily distort a vision of the cross (as 

Luther proclaims) or suggest that the lamenter is not submissive or humble or without faith as 

Jesus’ model of lament clearly demonstrates (Phil 2:5-11).  In addition, the act of lament is not 

necessarily contradictory to the teachings of Paul, Peter and James to joyfully share in the 

sufferings of Christ.  Jesus lamented even though joy “was set before Him” (Heb 12:2).  Sharing 

in His sufferings also means sharing in His lament (Webster & Beach 2007, 396-7). 

 Providing opportunities for honest “soft forms” of lament within worship allows seekers 

to experience truthful and honest expressions of praise for God’s sovereignty and goodness 

without denying the pain and brokenness of the individual and the world (Epp-Teissen 2004, 35-

36). This type of open and honest environment is more likely to attract rather than repel seekers 

who do not yet know Christ.  Churches that are able to lament their own tragedies communicate 

the willingness to hear the laments of others and to minister to them in their brokenness.   

Lament “levels the playing field” at the foot of the cross and potentially brings new believers 

into the body of Christ. 

Confronting Special Problems 

 Will there be challenges to the inclusion of lament in corporate worship?  Several 

components of American culture such as materialism, consumerism, optimism and individualism 

will seem to contradict the need for lament (Hicks 2005, 67).  In addition, the cultural tendencies 

to demand entertainment, to deny pain, and to distract from anything unpleasant via technology 

and entertainment will be challenging to surmount even within evangelical circles (Billman & 

Migliore 1999, 15).   Generational cultures can also affect openness to lament.  Baby boomers 

view expressions of lament as something that brings them down and they tend to not want it as a 
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part of worship (Hicks 2005, 79).  Other challenges include theologies (e.g. Pentecostal) that 

include “instantaneous change, personal aspiration, right to happiness, and the blessing of God” 

(Melton 2011, 76).  Any negative emotion or thoughts expressed within this theological 

framework is viewed as unbelief (77).  Sociological challenges include the fact that many 

congregations are “people of privilege” in areas of affluence, status, education, recognition, and 

social or political security (Guengerich 2006, 53).  In settings of privilege, testimonies of 

suffering “upsets many of our assumptions about ourselves, our world, and God” (Billman & 

Migliore 1999, 144).   

 Brian Webster, Associate Professor of Old Testament studies at Dallas Theological 

Seminary and David Beach, Adjunct Professor of Spiritual Formation at Cornerstone University, 

identify other reasons for resistance including 1) Gender stereotyping (e.g. “real men don’t cry”), 

2) Belief that mass tragedies or devastations are punishment for sin (so why grieve, just repent!), 

3)  Avoiding conflict as a preferred relational style (so let’s not rock the boat), 4) Theological 

short-circuiting and misunderstanding Providence and Theodicy (as mentioned previously), and 

5) Mischaracterizing lament as grumbling (other authors include complaint as a characteristic of 

lament) (2007, 390-395). 

 Two of the most challenging theological viewpoints to the renewed use of lament are 

prosperity theology and a theology of glory.  Prosperity theology emphasizes that God’s will is 

that all believers have good health and material prosperity.  Defenders of prosperity theology do 

this by claiming that Jesus suffered so that believers wouldn’t have to.  Many are drawn to 

prosperity theology due to the desire to avoid suffering and the desire to have all needs and 

wants met.  In response to these beliefs, scripture states that Jesus used healing to verify His 

identity as God and to advance God’s kingdom (Acts 10:38).  Jesus did not heal everyone (John 
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5:1-9) and also did not live a life of wealth (Matt 8:20) (Jeremiah 2012, ChristianityToday.com).  

A theology of the cross (e. g. sharing in Christ’s sufferings) is foreign to those who adhere to 

these types of doctrines.  Many who have a prosperity mindset also maintain a theology of glory 

in which sharing in Christ’s sufferings is not understood and heaven’s promises of victory and 

glory are expected here and now (Tchividjian 2012, www.christianpost.com). 

 Prosperity theology is one extreme theological barrier to appropriate applications of 

lament.  Liberation theology is another extreme barrier.   Liberation theology primarily 

advocates the need for lament as expressions of protest and outrage against oppression and the 

abuse of power, emphasizing social justice motivations.  Liberation theology is careful to 

distinguish types of oppression and sometimes questions the concept of submission to God and 

His will if submission involves yielding to oppression (Billman & Migliore 1999, 70, 74).  An 

inappropriate focus in lament practices in this theological mindset could potentially fuel anger 

and a victim mentality and may leave lamenters passionately contemplating and seeking revenge 

(Hughes 2004, 167).  

Communicating the Truth in Cultural Context 

 How can grieving and isolated individuals (especially seekers who may not have a 

theological understanding of suffering) find a voice in worship opportunities in a community of 

believers (Witvliet 2003, 49)?  Currently, the church provides limited opportunities for 

expressions of grief during worship which limits the ability of the body of Christ to “weep with 

those who weep” in a corporate setting (Rom 12:15).  How can lament be incorporated into 

existing worship structures?  Are there global applications of lament for corporate settings? 

 For churches who do not currently offer opportunities for lament in their existing 

liturgical or non-liturgical structures of worship, biblical teaching about the appropriate role of 
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lament in worship must take place before lament is incorporated (Pembroke 2010, 63).  Teaching 

must not be limited to the biblical support of lament and appropriate expressions of lament but 

should also include appropriate responses of those who listen to lament expressions.  Important 

responses to lament expressions include active listening, understanding and compassion.  

Teachings could begin with a small group of interested individuals (Billman & Migliore 1999, 

137-8).  Melissa Johnston-Barrett, a PhD candidate in theological studies in the Emory 

University Graduate Division of Religion, is an advocate for the inclusion of lament in church 

programming.  She states, “the ability to sit with suffering, to recognize how painful it is, and 

simply to be there for whatever emerges from the sufferer (which may only be silence 

punctuated with tears) is an enormous gift.  The simple attention-filled presence of a listener is 

itself a form of comfort” (2005, 335). 

 After an appropriate time-frame for teaching, there are many practical ways to include 

lament in worship.  Lament can be included in at least one element (prayer, music, sermon topic, 

etc.) in weekly worship services (Billman & Migliore 1999, 134).  Since the opening of worship 

sets the tone for the service, some believe that lament and praise could be balanced in the 

opening songs, introductions and prayers of worship (Witvliet 2003, 56-58).   Prayers of 

intercession could include spoken prayers for people who suffer both corporately and globally.  

Format of prayers might include voicing the specific lament psalms that are applicable to the 

needs being prayed for or interspersing spontaneous prayer containing the needs being prayed for 

between the lines of a specific lament psalm (45).  

 There are those who do not advocate the provision of lament opportunities in weekly 

services.  Instead, they propose the importance of regular opportunities for lament, possibly in 

monthly services or within services already reflective of the church year for those involved in 
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liturgical worship expressions (Pembroke 2010, 63).  Specific planning would be necessary and 

may include composition of written laments by worship leaders or congregants that could be 

spoken after the chorus of a hymn of praise.  Another suggestion would be the recitation of a 

spoken lament refrain by the people at various points within or following a pastoral prayer 

(Pembroke 2010, 64).  In addition, an entire service could be written and structured around one 

lament psalm or a progression of psalms that begins with honest lament and journeys toward 

declarative praise.  An example of a progression might include Ps 13 to Ps 30 to Ps 146 (Witvliet 

2003, 46-47).   

 In addition to non-weekly incorporations of lament within worship, specific days within 

the liturgical church calendar are inherently conducive to the application of broader expressions 

of lament.   Lent is already connected to lament over personal sin and Advent is commonly 

reflective in tone as believers look towards the second coming of Christ with longing and 

anticipation.  Both Advent and Lent serve as preparation periods for seasons of great joy and 

celebration, respectively Christmas and Easter.  Lament is excellent preparation for deeper 

expressions of praise and joy (Witvliet 2003, 52, 54).  Furthermore, All Saints Day is a liturgical 

service of remembrance for saints and martyrs in heaven and could include expressions of lament 

for deceased loved ones (Billman & Migliore 1999, 132).  Ecumenical cooperation would be 

helpful to provide lament opportunities for local or national tragedies or disasters (Baglyos 2009, 

263). 

 For specific situations such as miscarriage, rape, or sexual abuse, lament opportunities 

are probably best offered in small group settings and may involve rituals of meaning that provide 

comfort and support for participants (Webber 1993, 264, 267).  Psalms of lament may be written 
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by survivors and shared in a safe environment (Heath 2011, 68).  Lee (2010) advocates the 

process of composing and performing laments as an important healing step for all people (194). 

 Global Considerations for the Application of Lament 

 C. Michael Hawn, Professor of Church Music and Director of the Sacred Music Masters 

Program at Perkins School of Theology in Dallas, Texas, emphasizes the “increasing 

multicultural complexion of the United States” that must be considered while incorporating 

lament in worship practices (2009, 210).  Hawn warns that worship styles can potentially 

“reinforce cultural dividing walls” and that the concept of “blended worship” must also consider 

multicultural issues (213).  He suggests three steps for moving towards a global perspective in 

worship which can also be applied to the inclusion of lament:  1) Utilize at least one other 

language in at least one point in each service (e.g. chorus, prayer, scripture reading); 2) Utilize 

people from other cultures (including generational cultures) in worship leadership; 3) Incorporate 

the needs of the world in a time of prayer, including “sung prayers from the people for whom we 

are praying” (215-8). 

 According to Ronald E. Man, Director of Worship Resources International, western 

contemporary music is heard around the world and has become the “heart music” of many young 

people from other cultures.  A relevant question to be considered is whether Americans are 

teaching other cultures to avoid lament in order to maintain optimism and individualism inherent 

in our culture (2012, 216).  In addition, Man challenges church leadership that “the ‘heart 

language of the people’ is to be considered when making decisions about forms, styles, music 

and other artistic expressions of faith” (226).  The “heart language of the people” must be 

considered while making decisions concerning lament inclusion within congregations of the 

United States.  Man summarizes: “We should practice (sic) local worship [including lament] 
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with a global mindset.  God is not a local deity, and his church is a vast mosaic of people from 

many tribes, and tongues, and people, and nations” (230).  May our laments be faithful to this 

calling. 

 Lament is not possible within worship for people who aren’t willing to acknowledge their 

own pain and therefore are not open to hearing the lament of others who are in pain.  Is the 

church losing relevance because it refuses to lament?  Michael Card, a prolific singer, 

songwriter, and author, believes that a refusal to lament is what separates people from each other 

and from God (2005, 29).  He offers a final distinction concerning the relationship of lament and 

praise: “Lament is one of the most direct paths to the true praise we know we have lost.  In fact, 

lament is not a path to worship, but the path of worship” (emphasis mine) (21). 

 
“Father, in all our grief enable us to lament  

until we’re empty and exhausted, 
then fill us with Your Spirit  

that we might offer genuine sacrifices of praise  
to Your glory. 

Fulfill Your greatest purpose and intent in our sorrows. 
Enable us, even in mystery,  

to enter into the fellowship of Your sufferings. 
In Jesus’ name, Amen 
(Gullicksen 2013, 78) 
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